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Staff Report

Historic Review of Exterior Alterations
HI-13-22

October 26, 2022

Summary

This staff report evaluates a Historic Review of Exterior Alterations and New Construction for a residential
structure on a developed lot within the Monteith National Register Historic District (Attachment A). The
applicant proposes to build a flat deck on top of the existing garage and reconstruct a deck and stairs on the
rear of the house.

Application Information
Review Body:

Landmarks Commission (Type III review)

Staff Report Prepared By:

Alyssa Schrems, Planner II

Property Owner/Applicant:

Mark & Tina Siegner Rev. Liv. Trust

Address/Location:

313 Washington St SW, Albany, OR 97321

Map/Tax Lot:

Linn County Tax Assessor's Map No. 11S-03W-07BB; Tax Lot 02700

Zoning:

Downtown Mixed Use (DMU) District (Monteith National Register Historic
District)

Total Land Area:

3,149 square feet (0.07 acres)

Existing Land Use:

Single Unit Residential

Neighborhood:

Central Albany

Surrounding Zoning:

North:
East:
South
West

DMU- Downtown Mixed Use
DMU- Downtown Mixed Use
DMU- Downtown Mixed Use
DMU- Downtown Mixed Use

Surrounding Uses:

North:
East:
South
West

Commercial- Flower Shop
Mixed Use- Offices and Apartments
Commercial- Parking Lot
Commercial- Funeral Home

Prior History:

N/A

Notice Information

On October 12, 2022, a notice of public hearing was mailed to property owners within 100 feet of the subject
property. On October 21, 2022, notice of public hearing was also posted at the subject site. As of October 26,
2022, no public testimony has been received.

cd.cityofalbany.net
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Analysis of Development Code Criteria

Historic Review of Exterior Alterations Generally (ADC 7.120)

Albany Development Code (ADC) review criteria for Historic Review of Exterior Alterations Generally (ADC
7.120) are addressed in this report for the proposed development. The criteria must be satisfied to grant
approval for this application. Code criteria are written in bold followed by findings, conclusions, and conditions
of approval where conditions are necessary to meet the review criteria.

Exterior Alteration Criteria (ADC 7.100-7.165)

Section 7.150 of the ADC, Article 7, establishes the following review criteria in bold for Historic Review of
Exterior Alterations applications. For applications other than the use of substitute materials, the review body
must find that one of the following criteria has been met in order to approve an alteration request.
1. The proposed alteration will cause the structure to more closely approximate the historical
character, appearance, or material composition of the original structure than the existing
structure; OR
2. The proposed alteration is compatible with the historic characteristics of the area and with the
existing structure in massing, size, scale, materials, and architectural features.
ADC 7.150 further provides the review body will use the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
as guidelines in determining whether the proposed alteration meets the review criteria.
Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation – (ADC 7.160)
The following standards are to be applied to rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner, taking
into consideration economic and technical feasibility.
1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic
material or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.
4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their
own right shall be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a historic property shall be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic material
shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible.
8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity
of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner
that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.
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The analysis includes findings related to the Exterior Alterations review criteria in ADC 7.150, followed by the
evaluation of the applicable Secretary of Interior Standards in ADC 7.160. Staff conclusions are presented after
the findings.

Findings of Fact
1.1

Location and Historic Character of the Area. The subject property is located at 313 Washington Street
SW in the Downtown Mixed Use zoning district within the Monteith National Register Historic
District. The surrounding properties are in the DMU zoning district and are developed with a mixeduse building containing apartments and offices, a flower shop, a parking lot, and a funeral home.

1.2

Historic Rating. The subject building is rated as a Historic Contributing resource in the Monteith
National Register Historic District.

1.3

History and Architectural Style. The nomination form lists the architectural style of the building as
Queen Anne.

1.4

Prior Alterations. The landing on the rear of the house has been changed, but it is unknown when this
occurred.

1.5

Proposed Exterior Alterations. The applicant proposes to construct a deck on top of the existing flat
roofed garage. The applicant also proposes to reconstruct a deck off the back of the main house where
the kitchen door is located. There will be steps up to the kitchen deck and a connecting deck with
steps from the kitchen deck to the garage deck.
The applicant states that the apartment building to the east of the house has a deck on the roof of the
garage area with elevated landings at doors similar to what is being proposed with this project. The
applicant further states that the deck will help the garage be in better proportion to the main house
and the historic characteristics of the existing house as it will raise the parapet and not make the garage
look as short compared to the associated 2-1/2 story structure. The applicant proposes to use a black
metal railing on the top of the deck which is proposed to minimize the appearance of the railing but
also be of a pattern similar to the detailing on the front porch of the house. Similar detailed railings
are found on the buildings to the east and south of the property. There was previously a deck off the
back of the house, as the first floor is 5-7 feet above grade and the kitchen door is on the first floor.
There are indications of stairs and a deck off the back of the house at one time. Based on these facts,
criterion ADC 7.150(2) is met.

1.6

Building Use (ADC 7.160(1)). The building’s original use was a single unit house. The building is still
used as a dwelling and the applicant does not propose to change the use as part of this application.
Only minimal exterior alterations are needed in association with the proposed use, which is consistent
with ADC 7.160(1).

1.7

Historic Character (ADC 7.160(2)). The house was constructed in 1898 in the Queen Anne style.
Distinctive features of the house include decorative shingles in gable ends, a rectangular bay window
on the west side with panels and brackets, Eastlake porch details, a half circle window in the gable end,
and a pediment gable with a fan above the porch stairs.
The applicant states that the garage will have a taller parapet with metal railing, and decks in the rear
of the property connecting the garage deck to the main house. The applicant states there will be no
removal of materials or alteration of any features that characterize the property. Based on these facts,
criterion ADC 7.160(2) is met.

1.8

Historic Record & Changes (ADC 7.160(3) and (4)). The house is designed in the Queen Anne style.
The applicant proposes to construct a deck on top of the existing flat roofed garage and to reconstruct
a deck off the back of the main house where the kitchen door is located. The applicant proposes to
use metal railings and pressure treated wood to construct the decking to avoid creating a false sense of
historical development. The age of the garage is unknown, but it will be retained and preserved. Based
on these facts, criterion ADC 7.160(3) and (4) are met.

1.9

Distinctive characteristics (ADC 7.160(5)). The applicant states that there will be no changes to any
features, finishes, construction techniques, or examples of craftsmanship with the addition of the deck
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additions and landings. No distinctive features are listed in relation to the garage or to the area where
the rear deck would be added. Based on these facts, criterion ADC 7.160(5) is met.
1.10

Deteriorated Features (ADC 7.160(6)). The applicant states that there are no existing deteriorated
historic features. Since there are no deteriorated historic features, criterion ADC 7.160(6) is satisfied.

1.11

Use of Chemical or Physical Treatments (ADC 7.160(7)). The applicant does not propose any chemical
or physical treatments in relation to the instillation of the solar panels. Based on these facts, criterion
ADC 7.160(7) is met.

1.12

Significant Archaeological Resources (ADC 7.160(8)). The applicant states there are no known
archeological resources located at or near this site. If significant archaeological resources are found on
the site, the contractor will notify the architect who will notify a SHPO archeologist. The artifact will
not be moved and work in the area will cease until SHPO is done with their review. Based on these
facts, this criterion appears to be met.

1.13

Historic Materials (ADC 7.160(9)). The applicant states that the new work is on the exterior and will
be constructed of new materials which are compatible in character to the existing materials. No historic
features will be destroyed with this addition. Based on these facts, the criterion in ADC 7.160(9) is
met.

1.14

New Additions (ADC 7.160(10)). The applicant states that the deck addition on the garage will not
change the existing garage but add on top of it. The same can be said for the connecting decks which
will be connected to the main house by a ledger attached to the exterior wall. If removed in the future,
the new deck additions will not destroy the building and property as it stands today. Based on these
facts, the criterion in ADC 7.160(10) is met.

Conclusions
1.1

The proposed exterior alterations will be compatible with the historic characteristics of the area and
with the existing structure in massing, size, scale, materials, and architectural features

1.2

The proposed alteration is consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards in ADC 7.160.

Historic Review of New Construction (ADC 7.270)

The Community Development Director or the Landmarks Commission must find that the request meets the
following applicable criteria in order to approve the new construction request.
Within the Monteith and Hackleman Districts (ADC 7.270(1))
a. The development maintains any unifying development patterns such as sidewalk and street
tree location, setbacks, building coverage, and orientation to the street.
b. The structure is of similar size and scale of surrounding buildings, and as much as possible
reflects the craftsmanship of those buildings.
c. Building materials are reflective of and complementary to existing buildings within the
district.

Findings of Fact
2.1

Unifying Development Patterns (ADC 7.270(1)(a)): The applicant proposes to add a deck on top
of the existing flat roofed garage and a deck and walkway connecting the rear kitchen door to the
garage deck toward the rear of the property and on the garage itself. The applicant states that in
the surrounding area there is an apartment building to the east of the house that has a deck on the
roof of their garage area and elevated landings at doors similar to the landing that is proposed off
of the kitchen door in the rear of the property with similar black metal railings. The applicant
further states that the building to the south of the property has a side landing with black metal
railings. As a condition of approval, the applicant shall be limited to this proposed design and
materials, changes to the proposed design may require a new review. Based on these facts, it
appears that the proposed additions are in keeping with the surrounding development patterns.
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2.2

Size and scale (ADC 7.270(1)(b)): The applicant states that the deck structure will help the garage
be in better proportion to the main house, as it will raise the parapet and not make the garage look
so short. There will be a black metal railing on top of the garage parapet, which will be similar to
the garage/deck railing on the building to the east. The black of the metal will minimize the railing
visually but has the repetitive pattern of the ornate front porch on the main house. Similar landings
with black metal railings are found on the building to the east and the building to the south. At
one time there was a deck off the back of the house because the first floor is 5-7 feet above grade
and the kitchen door is on the first floor. There is no existing record of what the deck on the back
of the house looked like because it was removed before the original architectural survey was
performed. The applicant states that the added decks are in scale with surrounding buildings and
will reflect the craftsmanship of the associated residence and surrounding buildings. Based on
these facts, the criterion appears to be met.

2.3

Building materials (ADC 7.270(1)(c)): The applicant states that the garage parapet wall currently
varies from zero inches high to ten inches high at its low point. The applicant proposes to extend
the garage parapet so there will be a 24-inch parapet above the fortified roof deck. The applicant
then proposes to add a 12-inch-high black metal railing, so the deck interior will have a 36-inch
(three feet) tall guardrail per code at its highest point. Decking for the garage is proposed to be
wood, but the other decks will be water-proof aluminum Nexan. All deck railings are proposed
to be black metal. Based on the findings, this criterion appears to be met.

Overall Conclusions

This proposal seeks to complete exterior alterations, new construction to construct a deck on top of the flattopped garage and reconstruct a deck off the rear of the house with decking connecting the two landings.
Staff finds all applicable criteria are met for the exterior alterations and new construction.

Options and Recommendations

The Landmarks Commission has three options with respect to the subject application:
Option 1: Approve the request as proposed;
Option 2: Approve the request with conditions of approval;
Option 3: Deny the request.
Based on the discussion above, staff recommends the Landmarks Commission pursue Option 2 and approve
the Exterior Alteration and New Construction request with conditions. If the Landmarks Commission accepts
this recommendation, the following motion is suggested.

Motion

I move to approve the exterior alterations and new construction including conditions of approval as noted in the staff report for
application planning file no. HI-13-22. This motion is based on the findings and conclusions in the October 26, 2022, staff report
and findings in support of the application made by the Landmarks Commission during deliberations on this matter.

Conditions of Approval
Condition 1

Exterior Alterations – The proposed exterior alterations shall be performed and completed
as specified in the staff report and application as submitted. Deviations from these
descriptions may require additional review.

Condition 2

New Construction- The new construction shall be limited to this proposed design and
materials, changes to the proposed design may require a new review

Attachments

A.
B.
C.

Location Map
Historic Resource Survey
Applicant’s Submittal:
1. Planning Application
2. Findings of Fact- New Construction
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3. Findings of Fact- Exterior Alterations
4. Construction drawings

Acronyms
ADC
DMU

Albany Development Code
Downtown Mixed Use

Architectural Terms (Dictionary of Architecture & Construction 2nd Edition)
Bracket:

Any overhanging member projecting from a wall or other body to support a weight acting
outside the wall.

Eastlake:

A forerunner of the Stick Style with rich ornamentation and heavy brackets, named after the
English architect Charles Lock Eastlake, a pioneer of the Tudor Revival.

Gable:

The vertical triangular portion of the end of a building having a double-sloping roof, from the
level of the cornice or eaves to the ridge of the roof.

Pediment:

A surface used ornamentally over doors or windows; usually triangular but may be curved.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

333 Broadalbin Street SW, PO Box 490, Albany, Oregon 97321-0144 | BUILDING & PLANNING 541-917-7550

PLANNING APPLICATION

APPLICANT/OWNER & AUTHORIZING SIGNATURES
To be included with ALL City of Albany planning submittals
Send completed application and checklist(s) to cd.customerservice@cityofalbany.net.

Adjustment (AD)
Alternative Setback
Annexation (AN)
Comprehensive Plan Amendment
(CP)
o Map Amendment
o Map Amendment; concurrent
w/zoning
o Text Amendment
Conditional Use, circle one: Type II or
III
o Existing Building: expand or modify
o New Construction
o Home Business (Type III only)
Development Code Text Amendment
(DC)
Floodplain Development Permit (FP)
X Historic Review (HI)
o Exterior Alteration – residential, not
visible from street (Type I)
o
X Exterior Alteration – all commercial
and residential visible from street
(Type III)
o New Construction (Type III or I-L)
o Demolition or Moving (Type III)
o
X Substitute Materials (Type III)
Interpretation of Code (CI)

o Quasi-Judicial (Type II)
o Legislative (Type IV)

Land Division (check all that apply)
Partition (PA)
o Tentative Plat (Type I-L)
o Tentative Plat PD or CD (Type III)
o Final Plat (Type I)
Subdivision (SD)
o Tentative Plat (Type I-L)
o Tentative Plat PD or CD (Type III)
o Final Plat (Type I)
Tentative Re-plat Type I-L (RL)
Modification to Approved Site Plan
or Conditional Use
Natural
Resource
Boundary
Refinement
Natural Resource Impact Review
(NR)
Non-Conforming Use (MN)
Planned Development (PD)
o Preliminary (Type III)
o Final (Type I)
Property Line Adjustment (LA)
Site Plan Review (SP)
o Accessory Building
o Change of Use, Temporary or
Minor Developments

Manufactured Home Park
Modify Existing Development
Parking Area Expansion (only)
New Construction
Tree Felling
Temporary Placement (TP)
Urban Growth Boundary (UGB)
Vacation (VC)
o Public Street or Alley
o Public Easements
Variance (VR)
o Major Variance (Type II)
o Minor Variance (Type I-L)
Willamette Greenway Use (WG)
Zoning Map Amendment (ZC)
o Quasi-Judicial (Type IV)
o Legislative (Type IV)
Other Required (check all that
apply)
o Design Standards
o Hillside Development
o Mitigation
o Parking/Parking Lot
o Traffic Report
Other_______________________
o
o
o
o
o

Location/Description of Subject Property(s)
313 Washington St. SW
Site Address(es):______________________________________________________________________________

11S03W07BB02700
2700
Assessor’s Map No(s):_____________________________________
Tax Lot No(s):________________________
Hackleman/Monteith
HM
Comprehensive Plan designation:____________________________
Zoning designation:____________________

3,049 sf
Size of Subject Property(s):_____________________
Related Land Use Cases:____________________________

Project Description:___________________________________________________________________________
Historic contributing, queen anne style cottage. Built in 1898. Two story structure with
detached garage.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
Owner
proposes to add a deck onto the flat roofed garage with connecting deck and stair to landings at the
___________________________________________________________________________________________
first floor level of the main house and at grade.

X

Historic Overlay

Natural Resource Overlay District

cd.cityofalbany.net
Text

Floodplain or Floodway Overlay
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Lori Stephens, AIA
534 NW 4th St
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
541-753-2900

August 31, 2022

Historic Review – New Construction Narrative and Findings of Fact.
RE: Landmarks Review: Deck Additions.
Project Address: 313 Washington St SW, Albany, Oregon.
Narrative:
The owner proposes to construct a deck on top of the existing flat roofed garage. The garage
is not listed as an associated building on the Inventory of Historic Properties, and it is
unknown when the garage was built. The main house was built in 1898, and is historic
contributing. The owner is proposing to also reconstruct a deck off the back of the main
house where the kitchen door is located. There will be steps up to the kitchen deck from
grade and steps connecting the kitchen deck to the garage deck.
Within the Monteith and Hackleman Districts:
Criterion: The development maintains any unifying development patterns such as
sidewalk and street tree location, setbacks, building coverage, and orientation to the street.
Fact: The addition of a deck on top of the existing garage and a deck/walkway connecting
the rear kitchen door to the garage deck are all in the rear of the property and on the garage
itself. The apartment building to the east of this house has a deck on the roof of their garage
area and elevated landings at doors similar to the landing that will occur off the kitchen door
in the rear of the property with similar black metal railings. The building to the south of the
garage’s associated house also has a side landing with black metal railing as does the garage’s
associated house.
Conclusion: The addition of decks to the garage and back yard maintains unifying
development patterns.
Criterion: The structure is of similar size and scale of surrounding buildings, and as much
as possible reflects the craftsmanship of those buildings.
Fact: The deck structure will help the garage be in better proportion to the main house as it
will raise the parapet and not make the garage look so short and squatty. There will be a
black metal railing on top of the garage parapet which will be similar to the garage/deck
railing on the building to the east. The black of the metal will minimize the railing visually,
but has the repetitive pattern of the ornate front porch on the main house. Also, similar
landings with black metal railings are found on the building to the east and the building to the
south. In addition, at one time there was a deck off the back of the house because the first
floor is 5’-7” above grade and a kitchen door is on the first floor. There are indications that of
stairs and a deck were once existing off the back.
534 NW 4th Street, Corvallis, Oregon 97330 tel 541-753-2900
email info@broadleafarchitecture.com web http://www.broadleafarchitecture.com
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Conclusion: The added decks are in scale with surround buildings and will reflect the
craftsmanship of the associated residence and surrounding buildings.

Criterion: Building materials are reflective of and complementary to existing buildings
within the district.
Fact: Building materials: Currently the garage parapet wall varies from 0” high to 10” high at
it’s low point. The owner will extend the garage parapet wall another 2”-2”, so there will be
a 24” parapet above the fortified roof deck. The owner will then add a 12” high black metal
railing, so the deck interior will have a 36” high guardrail per code at it’s highest point.
Decking for the garage will be wood, but the other decks will be water-poof aluminum
Nexan. All deck railings will be black metal.
Conclusion: The building materials for the deck additions are reflective and complimentary
to the associated residence and buildings within the district.

Sincerely,

Lori Stephens
Architect, AIA
Broadleaf Architecture PC
534 NW 4th St,
Corvallis, OR 97330
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Nexan Aluminum Decking – Wood grain look.

Metal deck railing at landing on building to the east.

534 NW 4th Street, Corvallis, Oregon 97330 tel 541-753-2900
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Black metal railing parapet deck over garage on building to the east.

Building to the south.
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Buildings to the south.

Existing garage front.
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Existing garage back.

Existing house view from the south.
534 NW 4th Street, Corvallis, Oregon 97330 tel 541-753-2900
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Existing back of house.

Existing garage and house.
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Lori Stephens, AIA
534 NW 4th St
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
541-753-2900

August 31, 2022

Historic Exterior Alteration Narrative and Findings of Fact.
RE: Landmarks Review: Deck Additions.
Project Address: 313 Washington St SW, Albany, Oregon.
Narrative:
The owner proposes to construct a deck on top of the existing flat roofed garage. The garage
is not listed as an associated building on the Inventory of Historic Properties, and it is
unknown when the garage was built. The main house was built in 1898. The owner is
proposing to also reconstruct a deck off the back of the main house where the kitchen door is
located. There will be steps up to the kitchen deck and a connecting deck with steps from the
kitchen deck to the garage deck.
Within the Monteith and Hackleman Districts:
Review Criteria Response:
Criterion 2. b: The proposed alteration is compatible with the historic characteristics of the
area and with the existing structure in massing, size, scale, materials, and architectural
features.
Fact: The addition of a deck on top of the existing garage and a deck/walkway connecting
the rear kitchen door to the garage deck are all in the rear of the property and on the garage
itself. The apartment building to the east of this house has a deck on the roof of their garage
area with elevated landings at doors similar to the landing that will occur off the kitchen door
in the rear of the property. Also, the residence to the south has a similar landing with black
metal railing.
The deck structure will help the garage be in better proportion to the main house and the
historic characteristics of the existing house as it will raise the parapet and not make the
garage look so short and squatty compared to the associate 2-1/2 story structure. There will be
a black metal railing on top of the deck which will minimize the appearance of the railing,
but also be of a pattern similar to the detailing on the front porch of the main house. Similar
detailed railings are found on the building just east and south of this site. Also, there was at
one time a deck off the back of the house because the first floor is 5’-7” above grade and a
kitchen door is on the first floor. There are indications of stairs and a deck off the back at one
time.
Currently the garage parapet wall varies from 0” high to 10” high at it’s low point. The owner
will extend the garage parapet wall another 2”-2”, so there will be a 24” parapet above the
fortified roof deck. The owner will then add a 12” high black metal railing, so the deck
interior will have a 36” high guardrail per code at it’s highest point. Decking for the garage
534 NW 4th Street, Corvallis, Oregon 97330 tel 541-753-2900
email info@broadleafarchitecture.com web http://www.broadleafarchitecture.com
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will be wood, but the other decks will be water-poof aluminum Nexan. All deck railings will
be black metal. An image of the Nexan is included in the packet.
Conclusion: The addition of decks to the garage and backyard are compatible with the
historic characteristics of the area and with the existing structure in massing, size, scale,
materials, and architectural features.
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The following standards are to be
applied to rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and
technical feasibility.
Criterion 1: A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires
minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.
Fact: The historic use of the property at 313 Washington St SW, was residential. The house
will remain residential.
Conclusion: The historic purpose of the house will not change.
Criterion 2 : The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of
historic material or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
Fact: The garage will have a taller parapet with a metal railing, and decks in the rear of the
property connecting the garage deck to the main house. There will be no removal of
materials or alteration of any features that characterize the property.
Conclusion: The taller garage parapet and addition of rear decks will not change the historic
character of the house or property.
Criterion 3 : Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or
architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.
Fact: The added garage deck, connecting deck, landing, and stairs shall not be confused as to
being from an older time period as they will be made of pressure treated wood and modern
materials.
Conclusion: The property will remain a physical record of its time, place, and use as no
conjectural elements will be added.
Criterion 4 : Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic
significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.
Fact: The garage associated with the main house is not listed in the historical record of the
house. Nonetheless, the structure will be preserved with a parapet and metal railing added
onto it.
Conclusion: The garage will be retained and preserved.

534 NW 4th Street, Corvallis, Oregon 97330 tel 541-753-2900
email info@broadleafarchitecture.com web http://www.broadleafarchitecture.com
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Criterion 5 : Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a historic property shall be preserved.
Fact: There are no distinctive features, finishes, or construction techniques/craftsmanship that
these deck additions and landing interfere with.
Conclusion: Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship will not be effected by the additions.
Criterion 6 : Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
Fact: There are no distinctive features that need to be replaced.
Conclusion: No distinctive features are altered.
Criterion 7 : Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
material shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken
using the gentlest means possible.
Fact: No chemical or physical treatments will be used with this addition.
Conclusion: No chemical or physical treatments will be used.
Criterion 8 : Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and
preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.
Fact: If significant archeological resources are found on this project, the contractor will notify
the architect who will in tern notify a SHPO archeologist. The artifact will not be moved and
work in the area will cease until SHPO is done with their review.
Conclusion: Archeological resources will be protected.
Criterion 9 : New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old,
and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment.
Fact: The new work is on the exterior and will be constructed of new materials which are
compatible in character to the existing materials. No historic features will be destroyed with
this addition.
Conclusion: The new deck additions change the historic materials or character of the
property.

534 NW 4th Street, Corvallis, Oregon 97330 tel 541-753-2900
email info@broadleafarchitecture.com web http://www.broadleafarchitecture.com

Attachment C.3.4

Criterion 10 : New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a
manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired [ADC Section 7.160]
Fact: The deck addition on the garage will not change the existing garage., but add on top of
it. Likewise, the connecting decks are connected to the main house by a ledger attached to
the exterior wall.
Conclusion: If removed in the future, the new deck additions will not destroy the building
and property as it stands today.

Sincerely,

Lori Stephens
Architect, AIA
Broadleaf Architecture PC
534 NW 4th St,
Corvallis, OR 97330
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Attachment C.4.1
GENERAL STRUCTURAL NOTES AND SPECIFICATIONS
WOOD FRAMING
These notes set minimum standards for construction. The drawings govern over these notes to the extent
shown. Coordinate these drawings with architectural specifications and notify Lori Stephens, Architect,
Corvallis, Oregon of any discrepancies prior to beginning work. These drawings have been prepared
solely for use in construction of the project located in Linn County, Oregon. The Contractor shall verify all
dimensions and conditions on drawings and in the field. The Contractor shall coordinate the location of
openings through floors, roofs, and walls for mechanical and electrical subs. Notify Architect of any
conflicts. The Contractor shall be responsible for providing all temporary support prior to completion of the
vertical and lateral load systems. The Architect has not been retained to provide any services pertaining to
job site safety precautions, or to review means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures for
performing the work unless we are specifically retained and compensated to do otherwise, ore work is
limited to the design or work described on our drawings. Where reference is made to ACI, AISC, ASTM, or
other standards or codes, the latest edition shall apply. Job supervision is not provided by the Architect.
All work shall be in strict compliance with the latest edition of the International Residential Code (IRC) as
amended by the State of Oregon (ORSC 2021) and all other National, State and Local codes that apply.

20.

27.
28.
29.

30.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Design Criteria:
Roof Live Load
Floor Live Load
Dead Load
Wind Load
Seismic Category

25 psf (snow)
40 psf
15 psf Roof, 10 psf Floor
96 mph exposure B
D1

Any mechanical equipment, piping, ductwork, etc… which applies a load of 150 pounds or more shall be
hung from a system approved by the Architect.
Construction shall comply with any and all covenants, conditions, and restrictions recorded against the
land.
Safety, care of adjacent properties during construction, and compliance with all applicable safety
regulations is, and shall be, the contractors and all subcontractors' responsibility.
All trees shall be protected from damage, unless approved for removal by owner.

FOUNDATION
7.

8.
9.

10.

Where practicable, excavations shall be as near as possible to the neat lines required by size and shape of
the footings. No material shall be excavated unnecessarily. Use forms for the sides of footings. As
excavation progresses, conditions may develop requiring changes in the elevation of footings. Such
changes shall be made only as directed by the Architect or Engineer.
Design soil bearing pressure equals 1500 psf.
Do not excavate closer than 2:1 slope below footing excavations. Clean all footing excavations of loose
material by hand. Remove all wet, soft soil from footing excavations prior to placing concrete.
Excavations may be made under footings for pipes. Backfill to be structural fill to consist of compacted
granular material or approved conditioned site material. Place all fill in lifts not to exceed 8” and compact
to 93% Standard AASHTO T-180 under footings and slabs.
Footings to be placed a minimum of 12” below existing grade in the cut portion. For all footings, the
minimum depth below final grade should be 12”. Footings placed in the fill area to be place on compacted
select granular gill that extends to a minimum of 12” below the original grade or below the organic topsoil
layer, whichever is greater.

CONCRETE
11.
12.
13.

Provide f’c = 3000 psi concrete for foundations with reinforcement at 60,000psi, grade 60 and stirrups at
60,000psi, grade 40. Provide f’c = 3000 psi concrete for patios, slabs, and steps exposed to the weather.
5” slump max. All concrete to be air-entrained 5-7%.
All concrete to be reinforced, unless specifically marked plain concrete.
Concrete forms, mixing, placing and curing shall conform to ACI manual of concrete practice, latest edition
and specifications.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

All lumber to be species and minimum grades as follows (unless noted otherwise in drawings).
21
a. Joists, beams and stringers Douglas Fir #2
22
b. Bucks, blocking, bridging and misc.Doug. Fir or Hem Fir #3
23
c. 2 x 4 studs Doug. Fir stud or ‘STD’
24
d. 2 x 6 studs and larger Doug. Fir #2
25
e. Sills, ledgers, plated, etc. in contact with concrete - P.T. Doug. Fir #2
26
f. Posts Doug. Fir #2
Walls: blocking at 8’-0” maximum.
Joists: full bearing with solid blocking at supports.
Exposed exterior plywood shall be exterior grade CCX. Nail 6” on edge and 12” in field. Other
plywood and wood structural panels shall be C-D exposure 1 or better. Center sheets
accurately over supporting members. Sheets shall be 16” minimum in width. Lay face-grain
perpendicular to supports and stagger end-joints. Use spacer tool to ensure 1/8” end and edge
joints including tongue and groove joints.
Washers, machine bolts and lag screws with heads or nuts bearing on wood shall have standard
malleable washers or equal plate washers.
Roof Sheathing: Diaphragm to be 15/32" CDX plywood with all supported panel edges to be
nailed 8d @ 6" O.C. and panel field to be nailed 12" O.C. U.N.O.
Bolts - drill holes 1/16” oversized, threads shall not bear on wood.
Lag screws - do not hammer screw into pre-drilled holes the same diameter as toot on thread.
Enlarge to shank diameter for length of shank.
All nailing per nailing schedules in Oregon Residential Specialty Code (2021 ORSC), Table
602.3 (1) & (2).
Metal framing decides shall be as manufactured by Simpson Co., San Leandro, CA., or
approved equal.
Provide blocking for other trades including.
All pre-wiring will be coordinated with owner.
Insulation baffles shall be 3/8” CDX plywood. No felt paper allowed. Maintain 1" airspace.

LORI STEPHENS
ARCHITECT
534 NW 4TH ST
CORVALLIS, OREGON 97330
TEL - (541) - 753-2900
email - info@broadleafarchitecture.com
http://www.broadleafarchitecture.com

HANDRAILS AND GUARDS
39.

40.

Handrail assemblies and guards shall be able to resist a single concentrated load of 200
pounds, applied in any direction at any point along the top, and have attachment devices
and supporting structure to transfer this loading to appropriate structural elements of the
building. See 2021 Oregon Structural Specialty Code, Section 1607.8.1.1).
Required guards on open sides of stairways, raised floor areas, balconies and porches shall
have intermediate rails or ornamental closures that do not allow passage of a sphere 4 inches or
more in diameter.

SIEGNER GARAGE DECK ADDITION
Scope of Work:
1. Adding a deck onto the existing garage
with walkway and stairs from deck outside
of kitchen.

REINFORCING
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Reinforcing shall conform to ASTM A615, Grade 60 except ties and stirrups to be Grade 40.
All reinforcing shall be continuous, stagger splices in adjacent bars. Lap bars as follows: #4: 20" (grade
40); 30" (grade 60), #5: 25” (grade 40); 38" (grade 60); #6: 30" (grade 40); 45" (grade 60), or in
accordance with ACI 318-08.
Provide corner bends corresponding to size, number and lap length of principal reinforcement.
Concrete cover, unless otherwise noted, shall be: 3” bottom and sides or footings, 1-1/2” elsewhere.
Hold reinforcement in its true position with devices sufficiently numerous to prevent displacement.
4” thick concrete slab with fiber reinforcement: 1-1/2#/cu yard.
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